ON THE IMPORTANCE OF
ANALYZING ECONOMIC
SCANDALS AND CONTEMPORARY
ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS: A
COMMENT ON DOBBIN AND ZORN
Richard Swedberg
"Corporate Malfeasance and the Myth of Shareholder Value" is an excellent article that suggests several interesting contributions to economic sociology. The most important of these i s clearly the atlernpt lo explain how
the nolion of shareholder value emerged and how it has come to play such a
central role in the current corporate economy. One way to describe the
accornplishniznt of Dobbin and Zorn would be to say thal the authors
accept artd add to Neil Fligstein's suggestion in The T r ~ ~ t ~ , ~ f ~ r mofa t i n n
Corporar~Comtrol and later writings that the best way to understand conternporav U.S. capitalism is to focus on the large carpora~ionsand how
their strategies (or rather, how their conceptions of their strategy) have
changed over the years (Fligstein, 1990, 2001; Fligstein 6: Shin. 2004).
Fligstein has laid the empirical foundation for this type of analysis by
carefully fotlowing the development of the big U.S. corporations from the
1940s and onwards; and in doing so, he has relied mainly on the concept of
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field {from organization theory and Bourdieu) and on the concept of conception of conlrvl (based on a mixture of Weber and March).
Dobbin and Zorn's rniiln con t rihution to the Fligstein's enterprise is to
provide a historical--sociological explanation of how the notion of shareholder valuc has emerged, attd also how the earlier strategy of corporate
diversification came to be rqcctcd. They suggest that this process was primarily the result of the activities of three groups: managers of hostile takeovers, ins tit ut~onalinvestors. and securities analysts. The role of Michael
Jensen and agency theory is touched on, but was not assigned major importatlce. The idea that the boon1 of the 1990s should have been instrumental to the rise of shiit.eholdzr value is rejected.
The dacussion ober the next few years will decide whether Dobbin and
Zorn's theory of the origin and development of the notion of shareholder
value will hold up to historical scnitiny or not. In relation to what is known
today, 1 think that it will do q u i t e well, even though I would have Iiked the
authors to have more references in their article. Regardless of this issue,
Dobbin and Znrn have produced a lugh-quality article for debate, in the
best tradition of Political Po\t.er irnd Social Theory.
Besides making a fine contribution through their explanation of the rise of
shareholder value, Dobbiti and Zorn have some other interesting things to
say, and in the rest of t h s comment 1 shall elaborate a bit on these. The first
part is about the corporate scandals that have occurred since 2001 and
whch are still going on. Anothzr is the issue of the giant sums of money that
CEOs, since the 1990s, have begun to pocket. There is finally also what
Dobbin and Zorn refer to as the social construction of interest.

ECONOMIC SCANDALS
Dobbin and Zorn discuss the role that the rise of sharehcllder value has
played in the behavior that led to the corporate scandals from 2001 and
onwards, and they also discuss the link between the notion or shareholder
value and malfeasance more generally. Their h a s ~ cargument is that there is
a distinct tendency for corporations that R T C operaled according to the
principles of shareholder value to engage in corrupt behavior. More precisely. in an attempt to live up to securities analysts' prrdictions, they w i l l
falsify the books. Attempts to stop this twe of behavior through legal
means, such as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, will nut succeed slnce they d o n u t
eliminate the main reasons why the books are conlrd in thr first place.

Thr questions that Dobbin and Zorn raise about shareholder value and
malfeasance point, as I see it, directly to the need in contemporary economic
sociology to address the issue of scandals in ~ronomrclif~: why these occur
and how they are played out. Several differrill theoretical approaches to
economic scandals cxist, and aIl these have something ro add to a sociology
of economic scandals. There is first of all the ]nost popular explanation of
all. namely that yrred is the cause of economic scandals. According to another common theory, economic scandals are inherent in the rronomic system; and sttempts to put an end to them through legal measures are
consequently illusory. One may finally also argue that economic scandals
a r t the result of several differeni soctcrl nl6vhuniyrns and not necessarily the
same in all cases.
The exphnation of economic scandals, in terms of greed, is mainly lo be
classified as a psychological theory and is as such not suitatile to occupy the
central place in a sociological explanation. Weber had already painted out in
The Protestant E111icthat one cannot explain modem capitahsm and its dynamics by referring to ind~vidualgreed (e.g. Weber [I 904 451 1958, p. 17). The
impulse to make money is universal, according to Weber, and always mediated through soma1 structures. This is also the case with modern capitalism,
which in some ways may even be understood as 3 way of suppressing the desire
for short-tern1 profit, to ensure stiihle and long-term profit (ibid.'). While
greed. to sum up the argument, is present In economic scandals, it cannot in
and hy itself account for these scandals and how they are played out.
The idea that economic scandals are built inlo the economic system, and
that it therefore is futile to try to stop them, is nearly as commorl as the idea
that these scandals are caused by greed. One version of this type of reasoning can be found in Charles Kindleberger's Majlia~.Patli~-sw d Crushes
(19781, which draws inspiration from Hyman Minsky's ideas ahnut financial
crises. The basic idea here is that there i s first a boorn, then a mania, followed by a crash. The crash is "intimately bound up" with illegalities of
various kinds - and hence we have our scandal (liindleberger [I9781 1996,
p. 6 6 ) . A similar argument is implicit in much of Marxist lilerature. where
capit alist expansion and greed-induced scandals are equated. Poian yi. tinally. speaks of the so-called secondary movement, by which it is meant that
radical pro-market measures will always lead to counter measures to safeguard the community - which in turn will lead to a response from the promarket forces, and so on. There is a path-dependent dimension to this type
of argument, but also a tendency to emphasize that the same bav~cprocess
takes place over and over again. Thts cyclical tendency in Polanyi's thought,
it tnay be added, plays a key role in the well-known work of Mitchel
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Abolafia, Makki] ilfl~rkei~.
Abolafia here suggests that the traders au Wall
Street are caught in "cycles of opportunism," which cml be described as
foIlows: opportunistic trad~ngleads to pressures for restraints; and once
thcsz restraints have hecn in existence for some time, triders will start lo
behave in an opporlunistic way again, which necessitates new restraints. and
so on (Abolafia. 1 Y96, pp. 179-181).
The ideas of Kindleberger, Mnrs. and Polanyi can be described as structural and tends to he mono-causal. They are also macro- rather than microokenled in the sense that they all take for granted that there is a tendency
for there to be economic scilndals in the modern capitnlist economy. Dobbin
and Zorn's analysiq belongs to some extent to the samc category, since they
argue that there is an inherent tendency to engage in illegal activities. such as
cooking the books, in a corporate economy dominated by shareholder
value. The idea that for exanlple the legal system can be used to stop the
cooking nc t hc books seems to he ruled out in advance.
M y own view7is that an empirical stance in these questions is difficult to
couple with the assumption of inevitability; and to illustrate the complex~ties
involved I would like to point to Eliot Spitzer's various attempts to come to
terms with illegal economic behavior during the last few years. Spitzer has
single-handedly taken on very powerful brokerage firms and mutual funds:
and his behavior is hard 11) capture with the help of general theories by
Kindleberger, Marx and Pulanyi. I also w m l d argue that it might be useful
l o conceptualize economic scandals as the result of several social mechanisms that happen to work together, and not ns the result of some inevitable
general tendency i n a system. One may, for example, analyze the various
ways in which the legal system attempts to deal with itinovatio~~s
in the
economic system. Sometimes thz negative impact of these innovations may
he blocked or redirected rhrough iaws and regulations, such as conflict o i
interest legislarion. To have the same person in charge of analyzing stocks
lrnd getting a bonus for selling certain stocks represents n situation wi tll a
strong conflict of interest that can eauly he avoided through legislation.
Regulation Fair Disclosure [according to which all inveslors are legally
entitled to the same informarion) is another example of'how a situation that
earlier led to much abuse of srnall investors has been remedied through
skillful legislation. M'hat all of this adds up 10, IS the question whether i t is
correct to argue that there exists a distinct tendency to malfeasance in the
current economy that cannot be stopped through legislation. I n brief, I
would like to ask D o b b ~ nand Zorn if i t really is (1) inevitable that shareholder value leads to the cooking of books and (2) that legal attempts t o
stop this will be futile.

On [he fmporiancrr of Analyzing Ecnnnrnir Scu~tiiuls

CEO PAIAs part of their analysis of the rise of shareholder value and the
accompanying tendency to malfeasance, Dobbin and Zorn touch on the
issue of CEO pay and how it shot u p enormously during the 1990~.O n this
point I would like to also refer the render to Roger Lowenstein's t2004)
excellent book Origin of the C'rrrsh, In uhich the story is told h o w in the
1980s finkamillion dollar was heen as something c ~ a
f maximum salary for
UEOc, and sums in excess of this caused quite a hit of debate since they
were seen as immoral Today, as we know. a number of CEOs made
several hundrr~dmillion dillars during the 1990s; and i t now became possible, Tor the first time in U.S. history. to m a l t an enormous fortune
without havine created your own corporatlon such a c Ihe Fords, the
Rockefellers, and so o n
My reason for bringing up the ~ S F of
U ~CEO pay in this comment 1s that I
would like to take the opportunity to slate that I find it depressing that
conternporriry stratificatic~nexperts in sociology have paid so little altrntion 10 this issue, which on the other hand has upset the average American
quite a bit. Here is a topic for public coc~t~logy,
if ever there was one. The
neglecl of CEO salaries in stratification research can also he read as a sign
that i t is about time that economic sociologists start to mobt into this fieid.
It 1s definitely possible to argue that an econamic soc~ologythat does not
deal with "who gels what and how" is seriously incomplete. Similarly, it is
clear that to understand "rvho gets w h a t and how," you alw need to get
into the issue of wrulrh, not only saiurit>s.It was precisely by granting their
CEOs options that corporaIlona in the 1990s succeeded in bypassing the
public taboo aga~nstexcessive CEO salaries. The study of wealth and
salaries belong togelher - in economic sozialogy. if not In stratification
research.

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTTON OF lNTEREST
Dnbhin and Zorn assign s key role to inrerest in their explanarion clc the rise
ot' the notion of shareholder value. The three groups that were instrumental
in ushering in this new notion, they argue, succeeded in changing the existing incentives in such a way lhal sharehoIders and executives began to

view their interests from a new perspective. How this came about is referred
to by the authors as a "social construction of ~ t i ~ z r e s t(p.
" 1).

I find the emphasis of Dobbin find Zotn on interests refreshing.
since much of today's sociolog~,including economic sociolflgy, focuses
exclusively on social relations and does not address the issue of what drives
the actor. The result of nzgltctitlg interest is that the whole explanation
comes to rest on social relations, something that lends to a lopsided 2nd
myopic view of the wc~rld.
Interests, ii can he added, may be defined in a quasi-biological fashion
("people always have certain interests") or in a more social manner ("people's interests are defined socially"). As an example of someone who tends lo
d i ~ u s interests
s
accord~ngto the former position, one may rrlrntlon James
Coleman: and as an example of someone whn h a s a social constructivist
approach, there is Pierre Bourdieu (e.g. Coleman, 1990; Bourdieu &
Wacquant. 1 992). Dobbin and Zorn clearly fctllow the strategy of Bourdieu
in their ar~icle;and 1 agree that this is the way to go when one analyzes the
role of interests in modern capitalism.
Having argued myself for an in tzrest-approach in econo1111c sociology, 1
am not only pleased to see that Dobbin and Zorn seem :(I be of a similar
op~nion,but also note the skill with which they apply this perspective.
Their argument is I h~ t three groups 01' husiness experts helped to redefine
the in~erestsof executives and shareholders. They emphasi~ethat these
three gro~ipscould not possibly have known what the outcome of their
actions ri~ouldbe. They also argue that these three groups wcrc so successful in rrdefining interests because they fervently believed the new conception of shareholder value themselves. Dobbin and Zorn write that "they
conned themsel~esfirst and forzrnost;" and 1 lhlnk that this is a guod
description of how people become more successful in persuading others
when they believe homething themselves. What we have here, in nrher
words. js an example of what Sartre calls "bad faith," and which seerxis to
be quite common in business: you do not so much lie 113 others as to
yourself (Sartre, 1966, p. 1 8).
The general problem in [he type of analvsis that Dobbin and Zorn
focus on. is described 3 s one that involves "fhr c7apacity of on(>group
to define IRF intrr~,sc.loj' anofher" (p. 17; emphas~sadded). This i s a fine
formulalion, I think, which is also applicable to a host of other phenomcnon. from advertisement to education. According to agency I hec~ry,
the princip~l has an interest In having the agent doing something For
himiher, but also has to rememher that the agent has distinct inlerests of
h~s;her own. Dobbin and Zorn, rn contrast, have pu! their finger on a
somewhat different, bul similarly important situalian, thereby expanding
interest theory.

